Developmental Science Colloquium Series, Fall 2017

Thursdays, 1-2pm, 423 Tobin (except when noted *)

September

7  Welcome luncheon
14 Student or faculty meeting (agenda tba)
18 Mark Pachucki (UMass Amherst, Sociology)\textsuperscript{1} *12:15-1:15pm, Tobin 423
28 Sara Whitcomb (UMass College of Education)

October

4* Nancy Jordan (University of Delaware)\textsuperscript{2} *noon-1pm, Tobin 423
10* Katherine Pears (OR Social Learning Center)\textsuperscript{3} *12:15-1:15pm, Tobin 423
12* Kimberly Noble (Columbia University)\textsuperscript{4} *1-2pm, location tba
19 Michael Stevens (Yale University)\textsuperscript{3}
25* Michael J. Frank (Brown University) *4-5pm, 222 Morrill II
27* Developmental Science Initiative retreat *12-4pm, Old Chapel UMass

November

2  Student or faculty meeting (agenda tba)
9  Kathleen Corriveau (Boston University)
16 Dylan Gee (Yale University)
30 Student or faculty meeting (agenda tba)

December

7  Katherine McAuliffe (Boston College)

Developmental Science Initiative (DSI) joint colloquia with
\textsuperscript{1} Social Psychology division of Psychological and Brain Sciences
\textsuperscript{2} Cognitive Psychology division of Psychological and Brain Sciences
\textsuperscript{3} Clinical Psychology division of Psychological and Brain Sciences
\textsuperscript{4} Center for Research on Families and Institute for Social Science Research